EATON Filtiration, LLC

PART NO.: 3EHC-300

MATERIAL: Carbon Steel

5. MATERIAL: CARBON STEEL.

S.P.

HEAD 300# FLC (CS7T) TYPE "40-EHM" EXHAUST

NOTES:

1. ALL DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES.

2. ALL BOLT HOLES ARE TO STANDAD NATURAL CENTERLINES.

3. SHIPPIING WEIGHT: 100 POUNDS.

4. DESIGN DATA:

DESIGN PRESSURE:

DESIGN TEMPERATURE:

AMBIENT TEMP.

CORROSION ALLOWANCE:

0 INCHES

CUSTOMER:

6/15/00

6/16/00

6/15/00
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DRAWN
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NC

DESCRIPTION
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APR.

FG

DC

N3

N2

N1

DRAIN 1-1/2" NPT 3000# COUPLING

OUTLET 3/4" ID.

NEW RELEASE
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PE
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DRAWN
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